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Abstract
This study was conducted to predict the fault location based on tower coordinates using the Artificial
Neural Network (ANN). The electrical power system modeled made use of an actual system including 150
kV transmission line with KP bus to the GS bus and 64 km length while ANN technique was used to
coordinate the points for the fault location on the electric power transmission line due to its ability to predict
what will happen in the future based on the pattern of past events. The ANN was tested and trained at
certain iterations with different data which were simulated for short circuit fault type at several locations to
achieve the best value. The results obtained with fault location coordinates were in the form of latitude and
longitude while the simulation results for the AG fault were at 0.0381 km distance starting from the KP bus
to the GS bus at 8,246 kA. Moreover, the estimated error values were found in the 2-phase fault to the
ground at 4.01×10- 3 % while the ANN structure performance showed the MSE value to be 2.08 - 4 % with
a very small error value of 0.57 % and this means it is included in the existing standard tolerance category.
The data validation of this system modeling was conducted on the short circuit current value between
simulation and theoretical estimation.
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Introduction
The transmission line is a very important part of transmitting electrical power to a load and the
existence of any fault in the line leads to disconnection and losses for consumers which means it needs
sustainable maintenance. The most frequent fault often observed in these lines is in the form of the
asymmetrical and symmetrical short circuit [1] which have different characteristics, both in current and
voltage [2]. This means there is a need to understand the type of short circuit fault in order to determine the
best way to handle it. Therefore, this research aimed to predict the fault location based on the distance and
coordinates of the transmission tower. The faults were monitored using the distance in length units while
the coordinate points determined the geographic coordinate system in the form of latitude and longitude.
Several methods have been applied to determine the location of faults on a power transmission line
and an example of these methods is the Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) which is part of the current and
voltage values in the control center while the application system uses IEEE 9-bus [3,4]. Some other hybrid
techniques which have been implemented include Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) and Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [5,6] as well as several others applied in electric power transmission lines.
Moreover, fault diagnosis has been monitored in Wide Area System using the Phasor Measurement Unit
(PMU) with measurements conducted by monitoring, controlling, and protecting as well as through the
combination of the functions of the phasor measuring device [4,7] while the fault in hybrid electrical
network is usually detected based on GPS and PMU [8-10]. The 3-phase faults in electrical power
distribution networks are detected through a combination of discrete variables and Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) while the proposed algorithm has been reported to be accurate to estimate the
magnitude and angle of the network bus voltage [11].
Several studies have also discussed the prediction of faults location on transmission lines [12,13] with
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Techniques and Statistical Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
designed for multiple circuit transmission lines using 300 km long line, 500 kV voltage, and 60 Hz
frequency. The fundamental voltage and current signal at the end of the channel were extracted using
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Fourier Discrete Transformations and later trained using ANN with the Levenberg Marquardt algorithm
after which the data were tested for different faults and error value calculated [14].
Uzubi et al. [15] diagnosed faults location on transmission lines in Nigeria to evaluate the relay
performance based on the ANN technique connected to both ends of the channel using backpropagation
and Levenberg Marquardt algorithm while the fault data were analyzed using PSCAD/EMTP software. The
transmission line made use of 132 kV voltage source with several variations in the starting angle, location,
and fault resistance while the fault current was extracted and processed and the data trained and tested using
MATLAB/Simulink software. Ahmed Sabri A and Johnson A researched the fault location in high voltage
transmission lines with the data trained as well as the types and locations of faults tested and verified using
ANN algorithm while validation was conducted by varying the actual network data using
MATLAB/Simulink [16].
This article aimed to predict the fault location based on the distance and coordinates of the
transmission tower while the success of the predictions was tested using the ANN techniques to produce
good results and recognize the previously trained patterns. The output from the ANN output is the
coordinate points used in determining the fault location on a real map through the ArcGIS/ArcMap
application. Moreover, every channel has 199 supporting poles which are 200 - 390 m apart while the data
retrieved were used to model transmission line systems with different types of short circuit faults.
Materials and methods
ANN technique was used to classify data with several variables by training or learning the data to
map input and output relationships due to its ability to predict future occurrences based on the pattern of
past events. The training model is said to be successful in convergent training and fail in divergent training.
Meanwhile, convergence is achieved when the error in every training iteration decreases continuously to
the point where the weight value for each neuron reaches the best for the data provided. Conversely,
divergence is attained when the error does not tend to decrease to a certain point [6,17,18].
Several types of short circuit faults are simulated on single-phase grounds (AG, BG, CG), 2-phase
grounds (ABG, ACG, BCG), interphases (AB, AC, BC), and three-phase faults (ABC) [7,11,19] while
Figure 2 shows the ANN estimation block diagram for the fault location coordinates. Moreover, the model
was built with different locations consisting of data obtained from short circuit fault simulation in the form
of normalized fault voltage and current signal. The normalization was used as the ANN input to estimate
the coordinates of fault location while the electric power transmission system applied as a model is the
transmission from KP and GS buses in Riau Province, Indonesia with its 3 power generation units illustrated
in Figure 1. Furthermore, the KP buses receive the power of 136 MW from the PYK buses with each bus
in the system having a different load while the short circuit fault was placed on the 64 km transmission line
between KP and GS buses.
The input and target data in ANN process, the actual system modeling of the electric power of the KP
bus to the GS Bus have been performed using MATLAB/Simulink software. Short circuit fault simulation
run has a distance value of the fault location based on the coordinates of the transmission tower. A model
built based on data dated October 1, 2017, it is necessary in order to verify by checking the value of the
fault current parameter. The verification result is conducted on a single-phase short circuit to ground. That
is located in phase A, where the fault time is 2/50, and fault resistance is 4.36 Ω. The RMS voltage in phase
A at the fault location is 24,656.8 V in simulation performance. Then, the RMS voltage in phase A at the
same fault location is 27,706 V in calculating.

Fault

64 Km

KP

Figure 1 Single line diagram of KP to GS bus transmission system.

GS
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Short circuit faults were simulated on the transmission line from KP to GS bus and modeled for each
phase repeatedly using different fault locations. The simulation was conducted to retrieve fault data to be
used as input for the ANN training and testing while the Haversine Theorem was applied to determine the
distance between 2 points through the estimation of a plane with curvature degree [20,21]. This involved
calculating the input point distance on the earth's surface in the form of latitude and longitude using radius
R = 64 km. The Mean Square Error (MSE) is usually used to predict every failure. The sample experiment
involves the complete modification of the real and analytical rates and a similar weight was observed in the
differentiation of every information. The MSE equivalence of an aggregate of information were used to
obtain inequality as shown in Eq. (1) [22].
MSE =

|yi −y′i |

2

(1)

N

ANN design for the coordinate point of fault location
The coordinate for each fault type was designed to predict the fault location coordinates in the form
of latitude and longitude in single-phase short circuit to ground (AG, BG, CG), 2-phase to ground (ABG,
ACG, BCG), inter-phase (AB, AC, BC), and 3-phase (ABC) [5]. Figure 2 presents a block diagram of
ANN to estimate the coordinates of the fault location, this is intended to estimate the coordinates of the
type of fault in. The output is placed in coordinate points is latitude and longitude for the fault location. The
fault types have been simulated for single-phase to ground (AG, BG, CG), 2-phase to ground (ABG, ACG,
BCG), inter-phase (AB, AC, BC) and 3-phase (ABC) short circuits.
The weight and standard bias of backpropagation is random numbers of small values, and the weight
of the value of the small activation derivative. Techniques that can be used to initialize bias values and
initial weight value in specified intervals. Before data are used as ANN input, the data are normalized first
so that it is at the interval value 0 to 1. Normalization can be used by following equation [23];
𝑁′ =

𝑁−𝑚𝑖𝑛
max − 𝑚𝑖𝑛

(𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 ) + 𝑛𝑒𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛

(2)

The normalized value is used for the ANN input, and the ANN output in the latitude and longitude
coordinate values is denormalized to the actual value. Denormalization is also performed to change the
normalized value to its true value. This method can be used with the following min-max technique [24];

𝑥=

(𝑥 ′ −0.1)(𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 )
0.8

+ 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

Figure 2 ANN block diagram for estimation of coordinate point.

(3)
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Figure 3 shows the ANN estimation block diagram for the fault location coordinates with the
activation function such as binary sigmoid. According to Figure 3, the ANN structure for the first layer has
7 neurons to receive input which are the normalized peak values of current and voltage in phases, A, B, C
as well as a zero-sequence current peak values, while the hidden layer has 3 parts with the first consisting
of 50 neurons, the second, 40, and the third, 30.
The ANN output for the fault location obtained in the form of latitude and longitude coordinates were
normalized to obtain the true values while a point shift was observed between the estimated and targeted
coordinates to determine accuracy. Table 1 shows the training and testing data selected were 189 and 10
inputs respectively and used as the targets for the estimated ANN coordinates for the fault location.
Moreover, the inputs used in the training and testing were in the form of peak current, voltage for each
phase, and a normalized peak value of zero-sequence current. The ANN estimation output was the
estimation of the latitude and longitude coordinates from the normalized fault location on the transmission
line.

Figure 3 ANN Structure of coordinate point for fault location.
Table 1 Training & testing data of short circuit fault.
Data
Training

Testing

Type of fault
LG (AG, BG, CG)
LL (AB, AC, BC)
LLG (ABG, ACG, BCG)
LLL (ABC)
LG (AG, BG, CG)
LL (AB, AC, BC)
LLG (ABG, ACG, BCG)
LLL (ABC)

Number of tower
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,..., 196, 197, 198, 199
(189 towers)
10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, 130, 150, 170, 190
(10 towers)

Results and discussion
The simulation results from the ANN technique were used as the input and target data for the training
and testing process while the electric power transmission system from KP and GS bus was modeled using
the MATLAB/Simulink software. The short circuit fault simulation on the transmission line was a single
phase to ground type based on the coordinates of the transmission tower, the results were normalized and
later used input data and targets for training and testing to produce the results displayed in Table 2. The
CG fault of the ANN model was found to have the longest training time of 57 min 38 s while the fastest at
20 min, 44 s was with AG fault.
Figure 4 shows the ANN output and target for the coordinates test of AG fault with the coordinate
points marked with red circle while the target coordinates are in blue mark and the ANN output in orange.
Table 3 shows the test results of the AG fault ANN model for 10 test coordinate data with 0.99 and 0.08575
% error percentage for both latitude and longitude. This MSE calculation is intended to evaluate the model
run using the ANN method, so MSE is used to measure the amount of error. Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show
the training and testing results of latitude and longitude coordinate data against the target and ANN output
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for AG fault. The ANN technique for the AG fault produced an MSE test of 5.43×10-5 as indicated in
Figure 5 while the estimated coordinates of the AG fault location are displayed on the actual map and
compared with the target data. Moreover, Figure 6(a) shows the trained MSE applied to the ANN with the
AG fault coordinate points and the highest MSE value was recorded at the beginning of the training and
observed to have decreased to 10,000th iteration after been trained. Figure 6(b) shows the 2.08×10-4 MSE
value calculated from the ANN structure using the coordinate points for several fault types.

Figure 4 The test results output for the coordinates of AG fault.
Table 2 Results of ANN training for each type of short circuit fault.
Model

Iteration

Duration of Training

MSE

AG
BG
CG
ABG
ACG
BCG
AB
AC
BC
ABC

10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000
10,000

20 m: 44 s
24 m: 37 s
57 m: 38 s
23 m: 0 s
24 m: 17 s
24 m: 33 s
36 m: 37 s
24 m: 22 s
24 m: 27 s
25 m: 27 s

0.00002442
0.00002491
0.00007162
0.00002962
0.00002584
0.00002113
0.00004354
0.00001796
0.00005446
0.00002171

The test showed a shift value between the target coordinate point and estimate to be 0.55 km while
the minimum shift was 0.06 km. The ABG fault in ANN structure has the largest error percentage of
0.78527 % while ACG has the smallest value of 4.01×10-3 % and the coordinate points for fault
implemented include 7 neurons at the input and 2 neurons at the output. Meanwhile, the hidden layer has 3
parts with the first, second, and third layers having 50, 40, and 30 neurons respectively. Moreover, the value
obtained for the short circuit current value from the simulation and theoretical calculations were validated
after which they were compared and a very small error value of 0.57 % was found. Therefore, means it is
in the standard limited tolerance value.
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Table 3 ANN test results with coordinate points for the type of AG fault.
Latitude

Longitude

Target and prediction coordinates

0.99819 %
0.08575 %
0.12448 %
0.15545 %
0.44378 %
0.55555 %
0.93865 %
0.41390 %
0.34242 %
0.46305 %

0.00409 %
0.00159 %
0.00199 %
0.00011 %
0.00025 %
0.00133 %
0.00054 %
0.00325 %
0.00047 %
0.00028 %

0.55
0.17
0.22
0.06
0.17
0.26
0.37
0.38
0.17
0.24

MSE

0.0000543

(a)

(b)

Figure 5 (a) ANN output with latitude coordinate point for AG fault type, and (b) ANN output with
longitude coordinate point for AG fault type.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6 (a) MSE values trained using ANN for AG fault, and (b) Results of MSE calculations from ANN
testing on fault types.
Conclusions
The ANN coordinates design and analysis was used to simulate some short circuit fault location in
the electric power transmission system of KP and GS bus which was modeled and verified using a
theoretical short circuit current value with 0.5681 % error rate. In AG fault simulation, the short circuit
current was observed at 0.0381 km from the 8,246 kA KP bus with the lowest at 64 km from the 2,997 kA
KP bus. Moreover, the lowest error of 4.01×10-3 % was recorded with ACG fault while the highest, 0.78
%, was found with ABG fault. After the ANN structure has been in operation with points for several types
of fault, the MSE value obtained for ACG fault was 5.25×10-5 while AB fault had 2.08×10-4. The prediction
of the fault location based on the distance and coordinates of the transmission towers has been tested using
ANN techniques to develop alternative techniques with tower data. The pattern that has been developed for
this transmission line can become a reference pattern for other cases.
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